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Starkwerk Station Control Module

A module for civilian space stations that was put into production beginning in YE 33

About the Module

The Starkwerk Station Control Module is the nerve center for operations within the station.
Communications both within and without go through this Module's systems. The orientation controls for
stations in orbit also reside here, as well as sensors and the like. It was designed and produced by
Dietrich Starkwerk beginning in YE 33.

Price: 20,000 KS
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Systems

Communications

station_laser_communication radio station_subspace

Sensors

civilian_subspace_mass civilian_radar

Damage Control

There are four points from which fire extinguishing equipment can be found. One by each Airlock, and
one next to the command chair in the Control module. standard_airlock Six. At each end of the corridors
(tubes seen jutting out of the module.) They're designed as both entrypoints and as damage-control
measures. When the pressure drops below one standard Atmosphere (or a programmed amount) the
airlocks will seal until overriden. As well, when certain circuits are broken in the corridor and with the
modules they're connected to, they will seal up again to prevent decompression in other parts of the
station.

Hull

Standard Civilian Hull

Internal Appearance

The Control Module comes pre-built with three corridors. Each of these 'tubes' has a main walkway for
when gravity is active, and has handrails for when gravity is inactive. Inside the control module is a
singular room divided into three sections. Communications, Sensors, and Control. Communications has a
singular seat and bank of two monitors, and is meant to handle the communications of the station – both
inside and out. Sensors has two seats, each one capable of viewing the four monitors of their own bank -
two monitors are dedicated to internal views of the station, and the other two for sensors' readouts. If the
station came with defenses, Sensors is also where they are controlled. The Control section has one seat
for the 'commander' or leader of the station. From the starkwerk_touchcomputer built into the chair (it
juts out from the arm to hang on a small platform) he can control airlock access, power, and other
pertinent things including cargo manifests and communications filters. From this device he can also
manually take control from the other sections in the module. These sections can also forward pertinent
information.
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